
Give your child 
a great head start  at 
every stage of their  

learning journey 
- from preschool to secondary



Phonics

Fluency

Vocabulary-Building

Structural Awareness

MindChamps Reading

Equip your child with 8 critical aspects  of reading mastery:

Assess your child with the world’s  most comprehensive and accurate 
measure  of a child’s reading and writing ability today!

Writing vocabulary
Letter/alphabetic symbol identification
Hearing and recording sounds in words
Accuracy and errors made when reading text
Concepts about books, print, letters and words
Understanding and read most frequently occurring words

For children aged 3 – 7
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2 6
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Engagement

Active Understanding

Narrative Intelligence  & 
Higher-Order Thinking Skills

Phonemic Awareness

Our son is now receptive to writing and is able to comprehend text better. He is more 
expressive vocally and highly sensitive  to the print environment. We can see that he 
has grown more confident in decoding new words in books and on signages wherever 
he goes. He always looks forward to the MindChamps Reading lessons and enjoys 
immersing himself in the interactive, dramatic and engaging world of stories.” 
- Pauline Yong & Jeffrey Chee, parents of Kayden Chee

“



MindChamps Writing

Developed by experts with proven international expertise in the art of writing 
and teaching, this programme trains your child in the craft of writing so that he/
she will be able  to excel in his/her English examinations in school. 

In addition, the programme will also  help your child to engage passionately with 
the English language and develop the skills to write effectively in different genres 
and styles.

To ensure your child masters the craft of writing, he/she will be equipped with 
the MindChamps  21 proprietary tools for writing, comprising of six key 
compartments:

For children aged 6 - 10

Syntax Construction Story Building

Language Enhancement

Planning & Structuring

Polishing 

Higher-Order Thinking

Brandon’s English writing and thinking skills have improved tremendously after 
attending the MindChamps Writing programme. I believe that his ability to 
comprehend written words and sentences comes from the way the writing exercises 
are structured. The trainers inspire the love for learning in each child and this has 
created a positive learning experience for Brandon.” 

- Peter Lee, parent of Brandon Lee

“



MindChampion Junior Programme
For children aged 7 – 8

This programme teaches learning techniques and how they are applied in 
English, Mathematics and Chinese. It is an out-of-school learning approach 
that inculcates skillsets (creative problem-solving) and Champion values that are 
essential for a child’s success in tomorrow’s world.

100% RESPECT 
& Zero Fear

CHAMPION MIND

LEARNING MIND

CREATIVE MIND

Integrated English & Mathematics Chinese

Application to MOE Curriculum

10 Values of a MindChampion

Learning Techniques

Confident Communicator

Optimal Flow Method™



MindChampion Programme
For children aged 9 - 12

The MindChampion Programme equips your child with Learning-How-to-Learn 
techniques and thinking skills which can be applied to schoolwork and beyond.

These are fundamental thinking and life skills in your child’s learning journey. The 
Primary 3 and 4 programme prepares your child with skills to master self-directed 
learning to gain independence. The Primary 5 and 6 programme builds on the 
right mindset and learning skills to get ready for PSLE and beyond.

Learning and 
Recall Strategies to apply 

to school curriculum 

Creativity
Strategies for

Problem-Solving
and Critical

Thinking

Higher-Order
Thinking Skills

Emotional
Intelligence 

(EQ)

Information Control
and Processing

Strategies

The Key Areas
of Development



Primary Success Programme
For children aged 9 – 11

The Primary Success Programme is subject-specific, which complements the MOE 
curriculum. This programme also builds a strong foundation in the Champion, 
Learning and Creative Minds (known as the 3 Minds) to prepare students to 
adapt to challenges along the way.

Key features of our Primary Success Programme:
• Anchored by our unique teaching approach, the Optimal Flow Method™ and 

Concept Formation to build deep understanding  and effective application.
• Taught by highly experienced trainers who went through hours of MindChamps 

Way Training where they acquire key strategies including Effective Engagement, 
Coaching, helping students identify learning gaps, and how to inculcate the 
MindChamps Values.

• Equips students with the Champion, Learning and Creative Minds. While 
the Champion Mindset helps students overcome limiting beliefs and builds 
resilience, the Creative Mindset allows students to create new ideas and 
concepts through synthesis of existing ideas.

• Designed by experienced curriculum designers with years of MOE teaching 
experience.

Optimal Flow Method™ creates active understanding of
all the curriculum concepts flowing from P1 - PSLE

Level

Actively understands their 
curriculum all the way to PSLE, resulting 

in confidence for the exams

represents the seamless 
manner in which the 
topics are taught

represents how the 
topics are interwoven

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 PSLE

Key Concepts  
(introduced early in the 
programme and revisited 
throughout) 



PSLE Success Programme
For children aged 11 - 12

Unlike other programmes, MindChamps PSLE Success does not encourage 
rote learning. The programme is designed to help Primary 5 and 6 students 
understand concepts, relate and apply them effectively to subjects in school 
using the Optimal Flow Method™. With a comprehensive curriculum that includes 
exam strategies and an exam simulation with post-exam analysis, the programme 
provides a solid base for your child’s PSLE preparation.

We have tried one-on-one tuition, group tuition and also coaching our son on our 
own, but nothing worked. We then tried MindChamps and his results improved by 
3 grades for his PSLE! I was initially skeptical about MindChamps but after  Bryan 
was given coaching, his resistance towards learning Chinese melted away. His 
improvement of 3 grades speaks for itself!” 
- Christopher Chow, parent of Bryan Chow

“

Our Students’ Outstanding PSLE Performance

of our students 
improved by one or 

more grades
at the 2019 PSLE

98%

of our students 
achieved

a 1-2 grade 
improvement

63%
of our students 

achieved
a 3-4 grade 

improvement

35%



Champion Mindset Theatre
For children aged 3 – 9

Tomorrow’s world requires our children to be confident and creative, and to 
possess the capability to connect meaningfully with others. Such a ‘stage’ requires 
preparation in more than just academic learning.

In collaboration with Actors Centre Australia (ACA), a world-class Performing 
Arts Centre founded by Dean Carey in 1987, MindChamps now launches our 
Performing Arts Enrichment Programme. Embark on a journey through carefully 
constructed and ongoing modules combining elements of our unique curriculum: 
Ignition, Exploration, Immersion and Creation.

Your child will become more  • Confident • Creative • Collaborative

Your little ones will experience the time of their lives – a magical encounter 
that will open up new creative possibilities and foster personal growth with 
Performing Arts Enrichment Programme teachers, professional actors who have 
been carefully selected, trained and accredited by ACA.

I’m thrilled ACA is expanding and opening their youth wing. To nurture 
and encourage young creative  minds and spirits is such a gift.” 

- Hugh Jackman, ACA Patron and Graduate

“

To arrange for your child’s 
evaluation/assessment  or other enquiries, 

please contact  us now!

6828 2688  |  www.mindchamps.org


